Group Movie Assignment

In groups you will present concepts from the textbook utilizing an assigned movie. The purpose of this assignment is to allow students to interact with each other and discover group process. Students also have the opportunity to highlight areas in the text and “teach” the class.

Step 1: Once you are placed in assigned groups you will be assigned a movie.

Step 2: As a group – watch the movie. It is best if all of you can watch the movie at the same time, if this is not possible try to at least group up into groups or dyads for the viewing.

Step 3: Once your group has watched the movie – use your textbooks to find concepts or you can use the same concept that you wrote about in your term paper. Each group must present a minimum of 1 concept per student. Then students will construct individual outlines on their concept. This outline will follow the same format as the self concept outlines but will have sources. A reference page with four sources must be attached. Again feel free to use the SAME concept and sources from your term paper – the difference is that you apply the concept to the characters in the movie not a person in your life.

Step 4: Create a group power point – make sure you use the movie as part of your presentation showing a minimum of two clips – but you can show as many as one per person in your group. The movie clips may show what “not” to do or they may just show a good example of what someone “should” do.

Step 5: Decide how you will present the material – remember you are TEACHING us your concepts. You can be creative in how you teach us but you MUST state your four sources verbally during your speech. Each member MUST present an equal amount of time. The individual time limits are 5 to 8 minutes each. As a group you will have plenty of time to present the material. Plan your presentation so that it is creative and informative for the audience. Remember you are the teachers!!

Step 6: Peer evals will be given at the end of all the speeches where you will evaluate each other – wait for the form to do this portion.

Graded Criteria:
Individual Presentation 70 points
Group Presentation 10 points
Group power point & use of movie/Peer Points 20 points
Individual Outline 25 points
Individual Reference page 25 points